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Date:  September 7, 2018 

Present:  Emmelia Wiley (UoM), Dirk Mengedoht (AWI) and Egon Frandsen (ARC) 

Absent:  Carl Isaksen (GNI) 

Referee:  Egon Frandsen 

Agenda 

1. Short feedback on the field season 
a. Emmelia 
b. Carl 
c. Dirk 
d. Egon 

2. Cargo issues 
3. Wrap up on the Tromsø meeting 
4. Looking forward to Sandbjerg meeting in November 
5. Anything else 
 

Ad. 1 

a. Amundsen cruise went well – waiting for cargo to come back soon 

b. Absent 

c. EGRIP went ok and 79-fjord campaign via STN turned out fine, some problems with fog and 

bad weather 

d. Daneborg had more ice and fog as normal, Lauge Kock cruise went well – some starting 

problems with a new ship.  

Ad. 2 

Emmelia need some information from Dan on specific purchase. Egon will get them and ensure Emmelia 

get needed papers. 

 

Ad. 3 

Inventory program. The program they have at CEOS and GNI has now changed to an online version where 

we have to pay continuously instead of just buying the system.  

AWI use their own system, which is build up during the years. Some of it is visible on awipev.eu 

 

Safety issues.  

The safety instructions between countries and institutions are different and we should work for a standard. 

UNIS are building a safety program (UNIS safety Center) but there are also other initiatives. Some in 

MOSAIC, some in Interact and Danish Universities are also working on consensus among themselves. We 

should work for a common standard across countries as minimum skills before people goes into the field. 

Dirk will mail a PP slide show on the topic. 

 

Ad. 4 

Looking forward to the Sandbjerg meeting where we expect to have time to meet as Operations group 

beside of the Scientific meeting 

 

Ad. 6 

Next meeting will be moved to October 11th. ERF will send an update for the calendar.  

 


